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1. Statement of results. The purpose of this note is to survey the structure of the cohomology ring of a simply connected topological space X having only nontrivial cohomology groups HiniX, Zp) «Zj, for t = 0, 1, 2, • • • , k.
For such a space X, there exist always a cell complex K = Sn Ue2nU • • • \Jekn and a continuous mapping/ of K into X such that /induces a ring isomorphism/*: H*iX, Zp) ~H*iK, Zp). So we shall devote to consider the case X = K, and in particular X = K = Sn \Je2nUeSn.
We consider that all cells of the complex K = SnKJe2n\Jeln have orientations (generators) uEHniK,Z), vEH2»iK,Z) and w G H3niK, Z).
Then the ring structure of H*iK, Z) is completely determined by two integers a and ¿> such that m2 = av and uv = bw.
We shall say that an oriented complex K = SnVJe2nUß3B has a type (a, b) if the above relations hold.
Our main results are stated as follows. (i) n is odd and a = 0.
(ii) n = 2 or » = 4. (iii) n is even, nj¿2, 4, 8, a =0 (mod 2) and ab =0 (mod 3). (iv)o ra = 8, a =0 (mod 2) and ab =0 (mod 3). (iv)i n = 8, a =1 (mod 2) and ab =0 (mod 24). Theorem 2. There exists no simply connected space X having the truncated polynomial ring Zp[u]/iuk+1) as its cohomology ring unless dim u = 2, 4, where p = 2, 3 and k^3.
2. Lemmas. Let aG^n-ií-S") be the homotopy class of the attaching map of e2n. Then it is well-known that the Hopf invariant Hia) of a is ±a (cf.
[il]), and the following lemma is the same as Theorem According to G. W. Whitehead [16 ] , we compute (i'+t")o7 -i' o y -i" o 7 = T(7), where i' and i" denote the homotopy class of the canonical injections: Sn->SnVSn to the first and second factors. Proof. Consider the exact sequence 7T2*+"-2(52i-1) -> T2k+niS2k+l) £ 1T2i+"-2(fi2(S2*+1), 5s*"1).
It is sufficient to prove that the above E2 is a homomorphism onto of the ^-primary components for k ^ [(w + l)/2] ^2 and for odd prime p. By [7; 12] , the ^-component of The condition k^ [(m + l)/2] implies 2¿+»-2 = 2¿+2wí-2 <2k+2ip-l)k-2 = 2pk-2 unless the case £ = 3 and m = 2k. In the case£ = 3and m = 2k, the homomorphism/* is equivalent to the mod 3 Hopf invariant: 7r6í;(S2í;f1)->Z3. Since k^2, the mod 3 Hopf invariant is trivial and thus /* is a homomorphism which is trivial on 3-component. Therefore, in all cases, we have that E2 is a homomorphism onto of the odd components, and thus the lemma has been proved, q.e.d. Proof. By Lemma 5, ß = ßi+ß2 and ßi = En~m~lß' for an element ß' of odd components and an element ß2 of 2-component. Obviously, /3io£n-1j32=02o£n-1(3i=O and ß2oEn-lß2 is contained in 2-component. By use of the reduced join ß' # ß', we have that 2(£p\ o Enßi) = 2(ß' §ß') = 0, i.e., the anti-commutativity of the composition [3] . By Serre's decomposition of TTzn-ziS"), the suspension homomorphism E: T3n_s(5B_1)-^7r8"_2(5B) has the kernel of 2-torsion. It follows that ßi o E"~1ßi is contained in 2-component. Consequently, we have that The kernel of E: ttu(Ss)->7Tu(59) is generated by the Whitehead product [is, is]. Lemma 6. There are elements <rG7ri6(58) and tGiti^-S7) such that H(a) = l, [i8, i8] = 2ff-Et and the order of t is 120. Thus a and Er generate tu(Ss), and for k^l, Ek+1r = 2Eka.
In fact, there exists an element a of Tt-&(S%) such that H(a) = 1 and Eo-is of order 240. Then r is determined by the formula E2r = 2Ea.
Remark that we may handle the element <r as the class of Hopf fibre map. In particular, the correspondence (a, ß)->o o a+Eß gives an isomorphism:
Ti(S") + Ti-iW) « 7rt(58). 
